
FAQs
Here are our frequently answered questions, but if you need some extra help please drop an

email to angels@squeekyshop.co.uk or call us on 01249 479202

How Do I Sign Up? 

Drop us an email to the above email address - we will need your name, address and

phone number. We'll get you set up on the portal (sounds fancy - just works like a normal

website!) and you'll be able to see all of our products and prices. We can also add you to

our Squeeky HQ Facebook page which is a group of all our Angels. This is where we share

news, information, new products, interesting articles and hints and tips to help you

engage customers on your Facebook page (if you choose to sell this way!)

Does It Cost Anything?

 No, we don't believe that a free opportunity means a bad opportunity; we understand

that some people can't afford to pay upfront for products, so we've made it completely

optional for you to purchase our Squeeky Starter kit (£55 worth of our products for £30,

plus £2.90 postage) If you would like to purchase, we can send you an invoice and once

it's paid we'll pop it in the post for you. You're free to use this yourself or sell it on! You are

entitled to purchase the starter kit at any time during your Squeeky journey!



What's in the Starter Pack?

Our Starter Kit contains three of our bundles from the following: Multipurpose cleaner,

Bathroom Cleaner and Surface Polish, plus some fantastic coconut cloths and walnut

scrubber sponges. This is subject to change in the future but we promise to make sure the

value stays the same!

How Much Will I Get Paid?

That depends on you! But be honest - how much time do you spend on social media? You

could be using that time to make yourself some extra income! Commission is 20% of

everything you sell, minus the VAT. So if you sell £100 of products, the value minus VAT is

£83.33 - £83.33 * 20% = £16.66. We find the average customer order is around £25, so

you'll only need to place 4 orders to make this amount.

Unlike many MLMs, we are not going to promise you you'll be earning thousands of pounds

a month and driving a Bentley within three months (the Bentley sort of goes against our

planet-saving ethos anyway!) but with a little effort you could certainly be earning enough

extra money to be able to treat yourself! The sky is the limit though, and as we like to say

often at Squeeky HQ - you reap what you sow! The great thing about these products is

that they are every day items that you will get repeat customer for, you'll earn some

money and be helping to save the planet at the same time. It's a win-win in our books!

When you sign up, we will ask you for your bank details, and commission payments are

made on the 1st of every month by BACS, unless this falls on a weekend, in which case we

will pay you on the Monday, for the previous month's sales.



Why Join Squeeky@Home?

Well, of course we are biased here....but if you're reading this far, it's probably because

you have the same mindset as us; there is no Planet B. We have an amazing customer base

that understand that small changes make a big impact, but we need to help others realise

this too! Our mission is to create a Squeeky Clean world, and that's why Claire, who is so

much more than just our MD - she's the life and soul of Squeeky HQ - created these

products. Not only because she herself reacted so badly to the harsh cleaning chemicals

that some companies use, but because she has a real passion for helping others reduce

their impact on our beautiful planet.

We are never going to compromise on this; we only purchase products from like-minded

suppliers - and where possible we like to support small, local businesses. Our focus is not

on profits - we want our Angels to do well and will always pay them as much commission,

or offer as many great incentives as possible. We are genuinely one big happy family.

What are you waiting for?

It's also worth noting that the support you will get is second to none. Because here at

Squeeky HQ we feel so strongly that if everyone made small changes it would create a

big impact, we really want you to do well not just for yourself but for the planet! You'll get

excellent support from Squeeky HQ, and if you were recruited by a friend or acquaintance

you'll get help from them too!



How Do I Get Started Selling?

Firstly, we want to make it clear that we don't have targets here at Squeeky HQ - how

much you sell is completely up to you - the more you sell, the more commission you make,

simple as that! If you do decide you want to build a team then there is a certain amount of

sales you need to make before you can earn commission on their sales too (more on that

later!) but that's the only limit we set.

How you go about selling is up to you - we can either send you physical catalogues to

hand out to your friends and family (they're a good place to start and word will soon

spread about your new venture!) or we have an online link available here.

We find that most of our Angels choose to have a Facebook page which they share details

of our products on - we have lots of templates you can use to help you with inspiration

with posting, as well as a template page you can follow which will be updated with all the

newest products and latest news, that you're free to use any posts from! 

One of the great things about a lot of our products are that they are consumables - so

your customers will come back to you time and time again and you'll soon see repeat

business. We want you to feel well support here; if you feel a bit overwhelmed or confused

at any time, please do speak to the Angel that recruited you, ask on the Squeeky HQ

Facebook page, or contact Hayley at HQ who will be more than happy to give you some

direction!



How Do I Place an Order?

So you have your Facebook page, or you've handed out and someone has asked to place

an order....yay! When you have signed up, you will have been emailed a link to login to our

sales portal. This works pretty much like any website; you find the products your customer

would like to order, add them to your basket and then check out. It will automatically fill

with your details - if you'd like it delivered to you to distribute to them, you can leave your

details in there (it will automatically calculate shipping for you) otherwise add their details

into the delivery address section.

At the moment we only have the option for you to pay by Paypal - we would suggest that

you request payment from your customer first and then order once it's received but this is

up to you! We will be looking into adding card payments on there shortly.

Once you've confirmed and paid, your order will be packaged here at HQ and sent via

courier. Delivery is currently £2.90 for parcels under 1kg, and £4.50 for parcels up to 2kg.

There is the option for you to collect from HQ if you are local - or if you just fancy coming

in and saying hello!

We do our utmost to try and package and post the same day, but during busier times this

may not be possible - we will always aim to package and post within 48 hours so it could

take 3-5 days for delivery.



Can I build my own team? 

 Yes absolutely! You can have any number of team members underneath you, but all we

ask of you in order to earn commission on their sales is that you have £150 worth of sales in

a rolling month yourself to be able to qualify. It's as straight forward as that. 

You'll earn 5% on your team members directly below you, if they recruit you'll earn 2% of

their sales and then you'll earn 1% on the two levels below that. We know that some

companies let you earn commission on anything up to 7 levels but we don't think this is the

best way to work! We want to keep it as simple and transparent as possible.


